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What topics did our subscribers
read this past month?

Target’s
Target

Nordstrom's
Storm

Grocer 
Banker 

Amazing
Amazon



3,500+ 
CxO Level 

Readers

5,000+
VP Level 
Readers

6,000+ 
Retail and Affiliated 

Organizations 

9,000+ 
Director Level 

Readers

What did the subscribers really read? 
What’s on their minds?
Subscribe at https://omnitalk.blog/
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1. Target May Be Set To Debut A New ‘Store Of The Future’

2. Think Like Amazon

3. Dick’s Sporting Goods Launches Its Own Men’s Athleisure Line, 

Rivaling Lululemon

4. Nordstrom Debuts Platform for Shoppable Shows as More 
Retailers Experiment with Livestreaming

5. Amazon in Major Health Care Move with Expansion of Telehealth 
Service

6. Walgreens to Launch Digital Bank Accounts This Year

7. Walmart: FinTech Ambition, Poaches Goldman Bankers

8. Best Buy Just Laid Off 5,000 Workers and Will Close More Stores

9. Nordstrom Partners with At-Home Fitness Startup Tonal

10. Walmart Drops $35 Minimum Purchase for 2-Hour Delivery

DistilINFOPowered By

Top 10 Most visited pages for March 2021 in our Retail 
Newsletter

We studied and analyzed 
reader interest 
across the retail industry 
for this report . . .
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Social Commerce: Snap acquired Fit Analytics 
in a move that it says will help them to execute on 
"next-gen shopping, fashion and style 
offerings" (Read More)

Scan & Go: MishiPay continued its crusade to 
revitalize high streets everywhere, this time inking 
a deal to bring its mobile self-checkout solution to 
Flying Tiger Copenhagen (Read More)

Digital Grocery: Store.ai secured $21 million in 
Series A funding to help give grocers the digital 
tools they need for front-end commerce and 
efficient picking and order fulfillment (Read 
More)

Text Commerce: Heyday grabbed another $6.5 
million so its chatbots can sell us more stuff, a 
business that some say could reach $142 billion 
annually by 2024 (Read More)

And, Just Plain Old Working Smarter And 
Not Harder: Nuorder netted $45 million to help 
merchants make better and more efficient buying 
decisions (Read More)

OmniTalk Startup Newsletter

Subscribe at https://omnitalk.blog/
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Softbank has reportedly valued Fetch Rewards, 
the loyalty app, at $1.5 billion (Read More)

Whatnot, the livestream shopping platform, 
raised $20 million from a who's who list of 
investors, including Andreessen Horowitz, Y 
Combinator, and everyone's favorite power 
broker, Steve Aoki (Read More)

Deliverr secured an astounding $170 
million to expand its operations and give more 
customers next day and two-day shipping 
capabilities similar to Amazon Prime (Read More)

Paypal acquired Crypto security startup 
Curv (Read More)

And, finally, another delivery startup with two 
consonants right next to each other, this time 
called Shippo, also raised $45 million to do 
what sounds an awful lot like what Deliverr does 
above (Read More)
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Here is what our CxO, VP, 
Director Level retail executive 
audience was interested in

Manager

Director

VP

C-Level

President

11,472

9,135

4,957

2,985

704

Overall Business Audience CxO, VP Level Audience 
• Target’s Target ‒ Target is winning 

applause. What’s cooking next inside 
their ivory tower?

• Amazing Amazon ‒ Amazon has 
overwhelmed us with business model 
choices. How do we think and act like 
Amazon?

• Grocer Banker ‒ Is the control on 
“flow of money” going to be the new 
superpower of retailers?

• Nordstrom's Storm ‒ Hit by COVID, 
will the luxury god descend to earth 
and compete with mortal retailers?

Weekly readership 
profile



Walgreens to Launch Digital Bank Accounts 
This Year

Walmart: FinTech Ambition, Poaches 
Goldman Bankers

Walmart Chases A FinTech Future As More 

Touchless Amazon Go Stores Roll Out

Grocer Banker ‒ Is the control on “flow of money” 
going to be the new superpower of retailers?

01. Walgreens plans to launch bank accounts that will be available to customers 
online and at 9,000 of its retail stores in the second half of 2021. 1

02.

Walgreens is the second company to announce a digital banking partnership 
with South Dakota-based MetaBank within a week. H&R Block unveiled plans 
to offer digital checking and savings accounts for its customers through 
MetaBank, which has been a partner on the tax preparer's Emerald card since 
2020. 1

03.
Walmart is enlisting the help of two Goldman Sachs executives (Omer Ismail 
and David Stark) to help roll out a new FinTech startup as the retail giant gets 
into banking, Bloomberg reports. Ismail is the head of Goldman's commercial 
bank. 2

04.
The 1,000-store airport retail chain Hudson’s is opening the touchless 
commerce locations that will use the same touchless tech that Amazon uses in 
its Go stores. 3

Walmart to create fintech startup with Ribbit Capital.
Ribbit Capital's current investment portfolio includes mobile 
investment platform Robinhood and consumer technology 
platform Credit Karma.

Grocer Banker 

1

2

3
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Nordstrom Partners with At-Home Fitness 
Startup Tonal

Nordstrom Debuts Platform for Shoppable 
Shows as More Retailers Experiment with 
Livestreaming

Fitch Assigns IDR of 'BBB-' to Nordstrom; 

Outlook Negative

Nordstrom's Storm ‒ Hit by COVID, will the luxury 
god descend to earth and compete with mortal 
retailers?

Nordstrom's Storm 

01.

The Tonal deal is in keeping with Nordstrom's open-minded approach to 
taking on new partners. The retailer has long invested in and partnered with 
DTC brands and other companies outside the usual department store 
channels. 1

02.

Nordstrom will host, among other things, a styling livestream on “how to wear 
Burberry runway looks,” a spring beauty trend happy hour, and a 
conversation with the British makeup artist Charlotte Tilbury. 2

03.

Shoppable livestreams, akin to QVC, have struggled to take off with 
Americans, partially because the U.S. lacks so-called multichannel networks, 
or MCNs, that provide livestreaming services for businesses. MCNs are more 
common across China and can help brands grow an online audience. 2

04.

Nordstrom's ratings (BBB) reflect the significant business interruption 
resulting from the coronavirus pandemic and changes in consumer behavior, 
which have materially reduced sales of apparel and accessories, and the 
Negative Outlook reflects uncertainty regarding the timing and magnitude of a 
recovery in operating momentum.3

Nordstrom and smart-home gym company Tonal 
announced a partnership that will put a 50-square foot demo 
concept into the women's active department of 40 Nordstrom stores 
in 20 states.1

1

2

3
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Target May Be Set To Debut A New ‘Store Of 
The Future’

US retailer Target announces 2021 strategic 
investments

Target Leads ‘Store Within A Store’ Trend As 

Retailers Show New Love For Old Tactic

Target’s Target ‒ Target is winning applause. 
What’s cooking inside their ivory tower?

Target’s Target 

01.
Target’s new super stores use the “mixing center” concept to route orders 
through these sortation centers for delivery and possibly even have Shipt
drivers and/or Target customers themselves come to the center for order 
pickup. 1

02.
Following 30 store openings in 2020, including adding a record 29 new small-
format stores in a single year, Target plans to accelerate the pace and open 30-
40 new stores each year to meet community needs in urban centers, college 
campuses and dense suburban cities across the country. 2

03.
The 200 remodeled stores with the future store design will focus on safety and 
ease, with additional contactless features, updates that facilitate same-day 
fulfillment and more room for social distancing.2

04.

Target partners with the brands like Apple and Levis to expand it “Store within 
a store” concept. Target is also in the midst of a 100-SKU in-store and online 
promotion with Levi’s that goes well beyond jeans and into kitchen, pets and a 
range of denim-inspired accessories.. 3

Target’s 400k sq. ft., $17 million “Store of the 
future” near Northeast Minneapolis is positioned for “drive-
in delivery” and to run “last-mile delivery trials” out 
of the location between March and July of 2021. 1

1
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Think Like Amazon

Amazon in Major Health Care Move with 
Expansion of Telehealth Service

Amazon launches ‘AWS Space Accelerator’ 

with UK venture firm to help space startups 
grow

Amazing Amazon ‒ Amazon has overwhelmed us 
with business model choices. How do we think and 
act like Amazon?

Amazing Amazon 

01.

In the last ten years alone, the performance of mobile phones has improved 
100-fold and the resolution of built-in cameras has increased by a factor of 40 
at least. This means we can use computer vision to process everything in real-
time, tracking live objects and augmenting them with up-to-the minute 
information ‒ it’s where the virtual world literally meets the physical world. 1

02.
Amazon Care enables patients to connect with medical professionals via chat 
or video conference (typically in less than 60 seconds). 
Amazon Care also supports wellness needs including nutrition, pre-pregnancy 
planning, sexual health, and smoking cessation. 2

03. Amazon Web Services announced the launch of a new space startup assistance 
program in partnership with U.K.-based venture firm Seraphim Capital. 3

04.
The accelerator will select 10 companies to participate, with startups receiving 
as much as $100,000 in “AWS Activate credit” ‒ essentially funds to use for 
various parts of Amazon’s cloud service.3

Amazon Go takes the frictionless shopping experience even 
further. Using a proprietary combination of scales, 
pressure sensors, RFID tags and readers, as well as computer 
vision technologies, Amazon Go shoppers can pick what they 
want and simply go.1

1

2

3
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Key Takeaways

Control the “flow” of 
money

• Large retailers are launching 
proprietary payment solutions 

• The newer solutions are 
innovative and focus on 
addressing consumer needs 

• Having control over how money 
flows could give large retailers 
an edge on profit margins and 
added consumer data insights

Experiment now with 
future retail models 

• Retail models of the future have 
skipped a decade of wait time, 
and are arriving early

• Of the multiple retail models, 
some will fail and others 
will prevail. The only source of 
truth is do trials and study the 
results

• Drive-Thru Pick Up at 
Warehouses could be worth a 
trial

Survival is the mother of 
creativity 

• Pandemic is forcing retailers to 
re-evaluate their strongholds

• Luxury retailers like Nordstrom 
are getting into fitness and 
service spaces that were 
originally underserved

• Pandemic is a blessing in 
disguise, forcing retailers to 
brainstorm around new 
revenue models

• Consumer engagement is 
evolving, creating new 
opportunities for retailers 

Be agile like Amazon, and 
diversify the business

• Amazon’s bets on diverse 
business models have paid back 
exponentially

• Having a presence in 
healthcare, space, automation, 
technology, etc. gives an edge in 
the core retail business as well

• Diversification hedges the risks 
posed by rare events like 
pandemics

Having a convenient payment 
gateway is the key to better 

consumer engagement 

The only way to know the 
future of retail is to try new 

models

Flee comfort zones and try 
new business models to 

survive through the pandemic 

Diversification (not Niche) is 
the mantra for explosive 

growth



Click here to know 
more 
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“We are competing with other segments of the economy 
outside of retail for that share of wallet.” “We believe the 
fundamentals of the business are strong, and we are 
confident in the team’s ability to execute on our robust plans 
for 2021.”

John Garratt
CFO, Dollar General

Executive Insights
“I am proud of how our entire organization came together in 
2020 to adapt to the challenging pandemic environment, 
effectively serve our customers’ demand for gaming and 
entertainment products, and navigate through the year with 
strong liquidity and a strengthened balance sheet”

George Sherman
CEO, Game Stop

“Far from being a fluke, this performance is further proof 
that we built a business model that is working as intended, 
one that puts Target in a category of its own.”

Brian Cornell
CEO, Target 

“In this new 'at-home economy,' retailers need new ways to 
bring their in-store experience online, via their customers' 
preferred digital channels including messaging apps.”

Steve Desjarlais
Co-founder and CEO, Heyday

“Ability to Adapt” is the 
survival edge

In-store experience must 
go on-line 

Future of retail is not a 
function of fluke 

Competition from retail is 
coming from Aliens 
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The Fast Five
Chris Walton | Anne Mezzenga
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1.

3.

Curbside Sampling, Stirrups, & the 
Amazon vs. Walmart Giddy Up

Nike Gaffes & Cloudy Target 
Forecasts With A Chance Of Smiley 

Robots

• Amazon’s plan to rollout Amazon Fresh to 28 more 
stores, while also testing “Just Walk Out” tech at full 
scale

• Walmart’s curbside sampling program and all the 
amazing ways to think about the value it creates

• The decision by Adidas to cut back wholesale 
distribution, and push its business to 50% DTC

• Whether Walmart hiring Brandon Maxwell for its 
upscale fashion lines matters one iota

• And, why Amazon’s nationwide rollout of Amazon Care 
could signal tough times ahead for Walmart’s physical 
healthcare strategy

• Target’s murky yet still enviable competitive position 
heading into 2021

• One of the all-time biggest exec gaffes in history at 
Nike

• Amazon Go coming to London
• Albertsons actually going away from owned online 

deliveries in favor of third-parties
• And, a fun story about a robot named Smiley that sells 

candy while you shop

2.

4.

Amazon One Ups (And Obsoletes) 
Social Commerce

Costco, Don’t Let The Door Of 
Progress Hit You On The Way Out

• Albertsons decision to roll out more microfulfillment
centers

• Fabletics’ store expansion plans and its unique 
position in the athleisure market

• Dollar General’s new Popshelf concept and some 
mind blowing statistics from Nielsen that might make 
you think the concept is going to be quite successful

• Amazon’s new NFL deal, its push to sell products on 
Amazon Music, and how social commerce now seems 
like a small scale and pedestrian idea

• And, what’s cooler about 7-Eleven’s new concept store 
— that it has a drive-thru or that it also serves frozen 
margaritas?

• Walmart’s brilliant one-stop strategy move to roll out 
ghost kitchens in Canada

• Costco’s appallingly slow rollout of curbside pickup
• Bed Bath & Beyond’s risky private label strategy
• The long-term implications of Drest, the new fashion 

styling game
• And, why Disney’s decision to close down stores is a 

shrewd omnichannel move
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Editors: Chris Walton & Anne Mezzenga
Chris Walton and Anne Mezzenga are leading experts and 
influencers in omnichannel retailing. 

Connect with Chris and Anne on LinkedIn
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